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Attachments: Submission Checklist (used for SHA-3).doc

submission eval procedure (used for SHA-3).doc

Hey Dustin,
Here are a couple of things Shu-jen put together for SHA-3.  Not sure if you’ve already thought about
something along these lines or if these could be helpful in sorting submissions.
 
Sara
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Hash Candidate Submission Checklist


Submission ID: [SJ will fill in, most likely based on the submission sequence]

Name of submitted algorithm: [SJ will fill in]

Principal submitter’s name: [SJ will fill in]

Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s): [SJ will fill in]

Date submission received: [SJ will fill in]

Date submission evaluated:


Technical Evaluation Team: [SJ will fill in]

Optical Media Evaluation Team: [SJ will fill in]

Cover Sheet & IP Statements Evaluation Team: [SJ will fill in]

Evaluator’s initial: [Circle your name above and initial]

Submission complete and proper? [SJ will fill in at the completion of all evaluations]

Hash Candidate Submission Checklist


____ Cover Sheet (separate checklist to follow)


____ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation (separate checklist to follow)

____ Implementable in hardware and software


____ Support message digest sizes of 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits


____ Support maximum message length of at least 264-1 bits

____ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements in hardware and software across a variety of platforms (separate checklist to follow)


____ Known Answer Tests and Monte Carlo Tests (separate checklist to follow)


____ Statement of expected strength (i.e., work factor) of the algorithm, along with any supporting rationale (separate checklist to follow)


____ Cryptanalysis with respect to known attacks and their results


____ Provide cryptanalysis on any known attacks and their results

____ Explain the provenance of any constants or tables used, and with justification


____ Provide references to any published materials describing or analyzing the security of the submitted algorithm

 ____ Provide copies of references, as well as applicable copyright release [encouraged]

____ Statement on the advantages and limitations of the algorithm, with supporting rationale

____ Optical Media (separate detailed checklist to follow)


____ Reference Implementation in ANSI C

____ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C

____ Known Answer Tests


____ Monte Carlo Tests

____ Supporting Documentation


____ Additional Implementation (optional)


____ Intellectual Property Statements / Agreements / Disclosures

____ Statement by the Submitter


____ Statement by Patent (and Patent Application) Owner(s) (if applicable)


____ Statement by Reference/Optimized Implementations' Owner(s).


Note for the last two statements, separate statements must be completed if multiple individuals are involved.

____ Submission package in English [Optional supporting materials in another language is acceptable]

____  Cover Sheet containing

____ Name of the submitted algorithm 


____ Principal submitter’s name, e-mail address, telephone, fax, organization, and postal address

____ Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s) 


____ Name of the algorithm inventor(s)/developer(s) 


____ Name of the owner, if any, of the algorithm (Normally expected to be the same as the submitter)


____ Signature of the submitter


____ (optional) Backup point of contact (with telephone, fax, postal address, e-mail address)


____ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation

*Note to reviewer: When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage.

A complete written specification of the algorithm consisting of all necessary mathematical operations, equations, tables, diagrams, and parameters that are needed to implement the algorithm.


Must include:


· Design rationale


· Explanation of design decisions 


Should include:


· Security arguments

· A preliminary analysis on attack scenarios such as:


collision-finding


first-preimage-finding


second-preimage-finding


length-extension attack


multicollision attack, or


any cryptographic attacks that have been considered.


May include:


A tunable security parameter

If provided, the submission document must specify a recommended value for each digest size specified in Section 3, with justification. The submission should also provide any bounds that the designer feels are appropriate for the parameter, including a bound below which the submitter expects cryptanalysis to become practical. 

Submissions that do not include such a parameter should include a weakened version of the submitted algorithm for analysis, if at all possible.

Must support and preserve the security properties and functionality of any of the current standard applications.

____ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements in hardware and software across a variety of platforms

____ Estimates (memory requirements and speed) on NIST Reference Platform (32 bit)




Platform/processor used:




Clock speed:




Memory:




Operating system:




Gate count or estimated gate count (for hardware estimates)


(For 224-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 256-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 384-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 512-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


Any available information on tradeoffs between speed and memory


____ Estimates on NIST Reference Platform (64-bit)




Platform/processor used:




Clock speed:




Memory:




Operating system:




Gate count or estimated gate count (for hardware estimates)


(For 224-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 256-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 384-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 512-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


Any available information on tradeoffs between speed and memory


____ Estimates on 8-bit processors

Platform/processor used:




Clock speed:




Memory:




Operating system:




Gate count or estimated gate count (for hardware estimates)


(For 224-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 256-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 384-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


(For 512-bit message digest) Number of clock cycles required to: 


1. generate one message digest, and


2. set up the algorithm (e.g., build internal tables)


Any available information on tradeoffs between speed and memory


____ Optical Media

____ Reference Implementation in ANSI C with comments

____ Support message digest sizes of 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits


____ Support maximum message length of at least 264-1 bits

____ Support other message digest sizes (optional), if yes, what sizes?


______________________________________


____ Support the NIST test API


____ Separate source code included for required KATs


____ Separate source code included for required MCTs


____ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C with comments

____ Optimized Implementation for a 32-bit platform


____ Optimized Implementation for a 64-bit platform


____ Support message digest sizes of 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits


____ Support maximum message length of at least 264-1 bits

____ Support the NIST test API


____ Separate source code for required KATs with the optimized implementation

____ Separate source code for required MCTs with the optimized implementation


____ Known Answer Tests

____ KATs for 224-bit message digest


____ Short Message Test as provided by NIST

____ Long Message Test as provided by NIST

____ Extremely Long Message Test as provided by NIST

____ KATs for 256-bit message digest

____ Short Message Test


____ Long Message Test


____ Extremely Long Message Test 

____ KATs for 384-bit message digest


____ Short Message Test


____ Long Message Test


____ Extremely Long Message Test

____ KATs for 512-bit message digest


____ Short Message Test


____ Long Message Test


____ Extremely Long Message Test

____ Monte Carlo Tests

____ MCT for 224-bit hash

____ MCT for 256-bit hash


____ MCT for 384-bit hash


____ MCT for 512-bit hash

____ Supporting Documentation

____ copies of all written materials in PDF

____ Additional Implementation (optional)

____ Directories on the Optical Media

· \README


· \Reference Implementation


· \Optimized_32 bit


· \Optimized_64 bit


· \KAT_MCT


· \Supporting Documentation


· \Additional Implementation (optional)

____ Statement of expected strength (i.e., work factor) of the algorithm along with any supporting rationale, for 

____ each of the security requirements specified in Sections 4.A.ii and 4.A.iii (see below), and for


____ each message digest size (224, 256, 384, 512)


*Note to reviewer:


1. When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage. 

2. Sections 4.A.ii and 4.A.iii are provided below for your quick reference; no attempt was made to rephrase or simplify these requirements.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4.A.ii Specific requirements to support HMAC, Pseudo Random Functions (PRFs), and Randomized Hashing:

NIST requires that the selected SHA-3 support HMAC, PRFs, and randomized hashing. Each candidate algorithm must have at least one construction to support HMAC as a PRF; it may have additional constructions for other, non-HMAC based PRFs, or for use in a randomized hashing scheme. The following criteria will be used to evaluate each candidate algorithm of message digest size n in such constructions. 


· When the candidate algorithm is used with HMAC to construct a PRF as specified in the submitted package, that PRF must resist any distinguishing attack that requires much fewer than 2n/2 queries and significantly less computation than a preimage attack.

· Any additional PRF constructions specified for use with the candidate algorithm must provide the security that is claimed in the submission document.


· If a construct is specified for the use of the candidate algorithm in a randomized hashing scheme, the construct must, with overwhelming probability, provide n bits of security against the following attack: The attacker chooses a message, M1. The specified construct is then used on M1 with a randomization value r1 that has been randomly chosen without the attacker’s control after the attacker has supplied M1. Given r1, the attacker then attempts to find a second message M2 and randomization value r2 that yield the same randomized hash value.


4.A.iii Additional security requirements

· Collision resistance of approximately n/2 bits,


· Preimage resistance of approximately n bits,


· Second-preimage resistance of approximately n-k bits for any message shorter than 2k bits,


· Resistance to length-extension attacks, and


· Any m-bit hash function specified by taking a fixed subset of the candidate function's output bits is expected to meet the above requirements with m replacing n. (Note that an attacker can choose the m-bit subset specifically to allow a limited number of precomputed message digests to collide, but once the subset has been chosen, finding additional violations of the above properties is expected to be as hard as described above.)

Increasing second preimage resistance and resistance against other attacks, such as multicollision attacks, will be viewed positively by NIST; however, this could also have performance implications. Submitters should be prepared to argue for their overall security/performance trade-offs.
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Hash Submissions Evaluation Procedure

[Shu-jen should post a message to remind potential contenders to double check their submission package before sending to NIST. No warnings will be given by NIST for incomplete submissions that are received after 8/31/08.]

Early submissions (by 8/31/08):

1. Shu-jen receives a submission package. She checks the package in general, and the Cover Sheet and IP Statements specifically. Then she checks off items that are completely specified, and mark any deficiencies in the Checklist.


2. Shu-jen makes a copy of the submission documentation as the working draft for technical review, and stores the original submission package, which will remain intact, and the working draft separately in a safe.


3. Shu-jen assigns a technical team to assess the technical contents for submission completeness. The reviewers shall schedule their reviews with Shu-jen so that the working draft can be retrieved from the safe and provided to the reviewer for evaluation in the lab (A368). Shu-jen will also provide a checklist for the reviewer to use.

4. The review at this stage is aimed to determine whether a submission is “complete and proper”, not to determine the technical merits. Therefore, the reviewers shall focus on whether a submission meets the specific requirements stated in Sections 2.B.1, 2.B.4, 2.B.5, 2.B.6 and Section 3. These sections are highlighted in red in the Checklist; the technical reviewers are requested to review only these sections. The reviewers shall mark any deficiencies in the submission package or check off completed items.

5. When a reviewer finishes a review, he/she shall return the working draft and the completed Checklist to Shu-jen to be stored in the safe.


6. The optical media and a partially-filled Submission Checklist will be stored in the safe as well for Larry Bassham to check for submission completeness (Reference and Optimized implementations, KATs, MCTs, etc.). Larry shall check off items that are completely specified, or mark any deficiencies in the Checklist.


7. Once a submission has been reviewed by the various teams, Shu-jen will review all the checklists and determine whether a submission is “complete and proper”. She will consult the review teams if conflicting views have been expressed on a submission.

8. If a submission is “complete and proper”, Shu-jen will notify Sara Caswell to post the package after the final submission deadline (which is Oct. 31, 2008). If any deficiency is found in a package, Shu-jen will notify the submitter before 9/30/2008 so that the package can be amended.

Submissions received after 8/31/08 but before the final submission deadline:

1. Shu-jen receives a submission package. She checks the package in general, and the Cover Sheet and IP Statements specifically. Then she checks off items that are completely specified, and mark any deficiencies in the Checklist. If a deficiency is found, the package is rejected and the submitter is notified; otherwise, Shu-jen proceeds to Step 2.


2. [Same as Steps 2-7 above.]


3. [Same as Step 8 above with the exception that a package that is not “complete and proper” will be discarded and the submitter is notified of the rejection.]

Submissions received after 10/31/08 – Shu-jen will discard late submissions and notify the submitters.


